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The FLOw Redirection and Induction in Steady-state (FLORIS) model, a parametric
wind turbine wake model that predicts steady state wake characteristics based on wind turbine position and yaw angle, was developed for optimization of control settings and turbine
locations. This paper provides details on the recent changes made to the FLORIS model
to make the model more suitable for gradient-based optimization. Changes to the FLORIS
model were made to remove discontinuities and add curvature to regions of non-physical
zero gradient. Exact gradients for the FLORIS model were obtained using algorithmic
differentiation. A set of three case studies demonstrate that using exact gradients with
gradient-based optimization reduces the number of function calls by several orders of magnitude. The case studies also show that adding curvature improves convergence behavior,
allowing the FLORIS model to more reliably find better solutions to wind farm optimization
problems.
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Annual Energy Production
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Power coefficient
Coordinate direction perpendicular to the wind direction
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Rotor diameter of turbine i, m
Diameter of zone q of wake i at the downstream location of turbine j, m
Term added to ci definition to remove flat spots
Expansion coefficient for each zone q of the FLORIS model
Wake decay coefficient for each zone q of the FLORIS model
Designates each wake zone in the FLORIS model [1,2,3]
Radial distance from wake center line to point of interest, m
Freestream wind speed, m/s
Wind speed in the wake, m/s
Added FLORIS model parameter to control fcos
Downstream location of interest, m
Downstream location of turbine i, m
Downstream distance from turbine of interest to point of interest, m
Crosswind location of interest, m
Crosswind location of wake center, m
Crosswind location of turbine i, m
Crosswind distance from turbine of interest to point of interest, m
Yaw angle of turbine i, deg.
Angle from the wind direction to the wake center line of the FLORIS model, deg.
Added FLORIS model parameter defining a constant addition to ξinit , deg.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Optimizing wind farm layout is a major topic of investigation and has proceeded along two main fronts:
wake model development and optimization algorithm development. This work connects these areas of study
by focusing on taking an existing wake model and adjusting it to work more effectively with gradient-based
optimization algorithms with the intent of reducing the computational cost of wind farm optimization and
more reliably producing good solutions to wind farm optimization problems.
Grouping wind turbines in wind farms reduces the cost of infrastructure, but has the negative result of
reducing the overall efficiency of a wind farm due to wake effects.1 Wind turbines convert the kinetic energy
from the wind into electrical energy and obstruct the air flow, causing the wind to slow down and become
more turbulent. The region of slower, more turbulent air downstream of a wind turbine is called the wake.
The wake of a wind turbine has been measured to persist as far as 30 times the turbine’s rotor diameter
downwind, though by 10 rotor diameters downwind the wind velocity in the wake is similar in magnitude
to the natural variations in the wind stream.2 If a turbine is in the wake region of another turbine, the
turbine in the wake region will have a much lower electrical energy output than it would were it fully in the
freestream flow. The wake effects are compounded for large wind farms, resulting in a significant decrease
in wind farm efficiency and an increase in the cost of energy.
Because the amount of energy converted from the wind into electrical energy by a wind farm is primarily
dependent on the wind speed, and the wind speed is greatly reduced in wake regions, designing a wind farm’s
layout and control method to minimize wake effects is crucial. One way to improve wind farm efficiency
is through cooperative control using either blade pitch or yaw. Both of these cooperative control methods
reduce the efficiency of the front turbine(s) in order to increase the efficiency of the downstream turbine(s).
Cooperative control has been shown to have significant benefits for certain combinations of turbine spacing
and wind speed,3 and the potential of cooperative yaw control has been shown in simulations to have a
greater impact than cooperative control based on axial induction.4 The theory behind yaw control was
presented by Jiminez et al., who also presented Large Eddy Simulations (LES) demonstrating the effects of
yaw on wake deflection.5 Recent field measurements do indicate that wake deflection may be more sensitive
to small wind direction changes than was indicated in the LES,6 but cooperative control with turbine yaw
still seems to have significant potential. It may be possible to improve the energy production of an existing
wind farm by using cooperative control through either blade pitch or yaw. However, including the effects of
cooperative control in the initial design may further improve wind farm efficiency.7
Wake effects are predicted using wind turbine wake models that approximate the fluid state downwind of
a wind turbine or multiple wind turbines. Many different models of varying accuracy, capability, and fidelity
are available in the literature.1, 8–11 These wake models are used in various aspects of the design and analysis
of wind farms, especially in the layout design.11 Deflection due to wind turbine yaw is typically neglected in
engineering wake models, though some models including the effects of turbine yaw have been proposed.1 The
FLOw Redirection and Induction in Steady-state (FLORIS) model, a parametric wind turbine wake model
that predicts steady state wake characteristics based on wind turbine position and yaw angle (presented by
Gebraad et al.9 ), incorporates the theory presented by Jimenez et al.5 to include wake deflection due to
yaw. Because the FLORIS model includes yaw, it is a candidate for use in a wide variety of wind farm
optimization problems.
Most wind farm optimization problems are solved using genetic algorithms or other gradient-free optimization methods.1, 12 Gradient-free methods are good at handling cases with multiple local minima, as
is the case for wind farm optimization. However, gradient-free methods are not as effective when dealing
with the hundreds to thousands of design variables in a typical wind farm optimization problem. Because
of this weakness in gradient-free optimization methods, wind farm layout optimization has been limited to
relatively small numbers of wind turbines and few wind directions.
In contrast to gradient-free methods, gradient-based optimization algorithms (optimization algorithms
that make use of a knowledge of the partial derivatives of the design space) are not well suited to problems
with many local minima, but are well suited to problems of high dimensionality. In other words, gradientbased methods may not find the global optimum (though global optimality is not guarenteed using gradientfree methods either), but they can work well with the number of design variables present in the problems
associated with wind farm design. Gradient-based methods are also able to converge to within a tighter
tolerance of a given optimum than most gradient-free methods. A combined approach, beginning with a
gradient-free optimization to avoid local minima and transitioning to a gradient-based method for refinement,
has been successfully demonstrated using TOPFARM,13 a wind farm optimization tool under development
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by DTU Wind Energy.14 This approach has the advantage of likely avoiding local minima (using the gradient
free method) and, afterwords, converging accurately and relatively quickly to a refined final solution (with
the gradient-free method). One important drawback of this approach is the excessive computational cost for
the gradient-free methods when there are many design variables.13
Gradient-based optimization methods require that the objective function is differentiable and Lipschitz
continuous.1 Most engineering wake models do not meet these criteria, and even the wake models that do
meet these requirements do not provide exact gradients. Gradients can be approximated with numerical
methods, such as finite difference, but if a wake model is not smooth then numerical methods may not be
effective. Because the gradients are not supplied by the existing models, numerical approximation methods
must be used if a gradient-based optimization approach is desired. Numerically approximating the gradients
significantly increases the required number of function calls to converge an optimization problem and can
decrease the accuracy of the final solution.
Some wake models also have regions of non-physical zero gradient (flat areas) that can cause premature
convergence. To take full advantage of gradient-based methods, we need a simple engineering wake model
with exact gradients and no flat regions in the wake.
The FLORIS model is a computationally efficient wake model and has been used in wind turbine yaw
control research9, 15 as well as in wind farm optimization.7, 16–18 The FLORIS model is simple enough that
obtaining exact gradients is a reasonable proposition, and while the FLORIS model does have flat regions,
this paper shows that the flat regions can be adjusted to give appropriate curvature. Having a version of the
FLORIS model with appropriate curvature and exact gradients will enhance optimization studies performed
with the model by allowing the use of exact gradients with optimization algorithms, reducing the number of
function calls, potentially reducing the time required to converge, and improving solution accuracy for large
wind farm optimization problems.
This paper presents (1) a brief explanation of the original FLORIS model, (2) changes made to the
FLORIS model to improve compatibility with gradient-based optimization methods, and (3) a series of
case studies comparing the performance of gradient-based wind farm optimization with each change to the
FLORIS model.

2.
2.1.

THE FLORIS WAKE MODEL

a brief explanation of the floris model

The FLORIS model is a derivative of the Jensen (or Park) wake model19 and the wake deflection model
presented by Jiminez et al.5 The FLORIS model defines three zones within the turbine wake as shown in
fig. 1. The overlap area of each zone with a downstream turbine’s rotor-swept area is used to estimate the
effective wind speed of downstream turbines. Each of the wake zones has a uniform crosswind velocity profile
and a unique velocity deficit decay rate defined. The offset and velocity deficit of the wake is determined
by the yaw and relative position of the turbine. The FLORIS model parameters are tuned using data
from high-fidelity, LES-based computational fluid dynamics simulations performed with the Simulator for
Onshore/Offshore Wind Farm Applications (SOWFA).20 While details of the parts of the original FLORIS
model that have been altered in this work are provided in section 2.2, a full explanation of the original
FLORIS model can be found in the work of Gebraad et al.9
2.2.
2.2.1.

equations affected by the changes to the floris model
wake center

The original FLORIS model defines the wake center as
yw,i (x) = Yi + δyw,rotation,i (x) + δyw,yaw,i (x, γi , ai )

(1)

where the three terms represent the crosswind location of the turbine (Y ), wake offset due to the rotation of
the turbine’s rotor (δyw,rotation ), and wake offset due to the yaw angle of the turbine (δyw,yaw ). The rotation
term is a function of the downstream location of interest (x)
δyw,rotation,i (x) = ad + bd [x − Xi ]
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Figure 1: The FLORIS wake model uses three wake zones and predicts their expansion (resulting in predicted
wake zone diameters, Dw,i,q ), velocity deficit (relative to the free-stream wind speed, Ui ), and deflection as
a function of the yaw angle, γi . It uses a coordinate reference frame, (x, y), relative to the wind direction
and rotated with respect to the global reference frame, (x, y), by angle Φ. At downstream turbines, the wake
9
zone overlap areas, Aol
i,j,q , are used to calculate the effective wind speed. Illustration from Gebraad et al.

where ad and bd are parameters that control the wake offset due to rotation and Xi is the downstream
location of turbine i. The yaw term is a combination of f1 and f2 , that are functions of x and the wake
angle (ξinit ),
δyw,yaw,i (x) = f1 (x, ξinit (ai , γi )) − f2 (ξinit (ai , γi ))
(3)
where ξinit is a function of the wind 1turbine’s axial induction (a) and yaw angle (γ) as defined by Jiminez
et al.5
1
ξinit (ai , γi ) = cos2 (γi ) sin(γi )CT (ai )
(4)
2
2.2.2.

wake diameter

The diameter of each zone q of the wake of turbine i at downstream location j is defined as
Dw,i,j,q = max(Dr,i + 2ke me,q [x − Xi ], 0)

(5)

where Dr,i is the rotor diameter of turbine i, q = 1, 2, 3 for each wake zone respectively, and ke and me,q are
coefficients controlling zone expansion.
2.2.3.

velocity deficit

The velocity in the wake is defined as
Uw,i (x, y) = U [1 − 2ai ci (x, y)]

(6)

for x greater than Xi with U being the freestream wind speed and the wake decay coefficient defined as


ci,1 if r ≤ Dw,i,j,1 (x)/2




c
i,2 if Dw,i,j,1 (x)/2 < r ≤ Dw,i,j,2 (x)/2
ci (x, y) =
(7)


ci,3 if Dw,i,j,2 (x)/2 < r ≤ Dw,i,j,3 (x)/2



0
if r ≥ Dw,i,j,3 (x)/2
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1

where r is the radial distance from the wake center line to the point of interest and ci,q , the local wake decay
coefficient, is defined as
#2
"
Dr,i
ci,q =
(8)
Dr,i + 2ke mU,q (γi )[x − Xi ]
where mU,q (γi ) controls the recovery rate of each wake zone q respectively.

3.

CHANGES TO THE FLORIS WAKE MODEL

Several changes to the FLORIS model are presented here that provide the characteristics important
for gradient-based optimization. The changes include removing a discontinuity, adding curvature to areas
of non-physical zero gradient, obtaining exact gradients, and re-tuning the FLORIS model parameters to
account for the other changes. However, two changes were made to the wake center definition of the FLORIS
model prior to this work. All other changes presented are in addition to the following changes in the wake
center definition.
3.1.

prior changes to the wake center definition

The redefinition of the wake center changed the second and third terms of eqn (1). In the original model,
the wake center offset due to rotor rotation increased linearly with downstream distance. In the current
FLORIS model, the linearly increasing offset has been removed from eqn (2) as follows
δyw,rotation,i (x) = ad

(9)

The current FLORIS model also redefines the initial wake angle (ξinit ) from eqn (4) by adding a constant
value, ξˆinit , to the initial wake angle
ξinit (ai , γi ) = ξˆinit +

1
cos2 (γi ) sin(γi )CT (ai )
2

(10)

These changes to the wake center definition make the FLORIS model more realistic by allowing all deflection
effects induced by the rotor to decay as the wake moves downstream, as shown in fig. 2.
3.2.

discontinuities

To determine what changes should be made to the FLORIS model for improved compatibility with gradientbased optimization, the design space of the FLORIS model was investigated by checking each of its equations
analytically and by plotting slices of the design space. Two regions with discontinuities were identified.
3.2.1.

discontinuity across the rotor region

The FLORIS model, like most engineering wake models, does not define a transition from the freestream
velocity to the lowest wake velocity, immediately behind the rotor. Because of this, there is a discontinuity
across the rotor location in the freestream direction as shown in fig. 3.
While wind turbines are never placed closer than about two diameters in final designs, infeasible designs
may be tried by the optimization algorithm.21, 22 This means that even if a constraint is placed on the
turbine proximity, the optimization algorithm may try to place turbines closer than is allowed in the final
design while it searches for the optimal solution.
The case where turbines are closer than allowed in the final design was tested for convergence problems
within an optimization context by placing four turbines incrementally closer and running a layout optimization. As long as no turbines were placed closer than Dr × 10−15 , where Dr is the rotor diameter, no
convergence problems were observed. Since the constraints drive the turbines away from each other if they
come within two diameters, and the failure region is so small, the probability of an optimizer placing two
turbines too close is negligible. Because of the low probability of this discontinuity having any effect, and to
avoid unnecessarily complicating the model, we did not remove the discontinuity in the rotor region.
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Figure 2: (a) Changes made to the wake center definition of the FLORIS model allow the wake center line to
become parallel to the freestream. The linear increase in wake center offset has been removed and a constant
value has been added to the initial wake angle. The context for (a), and following figures, is given in (b).
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Figure 3: Discontinuity present in the wake velocity definition across the rotor in the downstream direction
as seen by a second turbine. Plotted according to fig. 2(b).

3.2.2.

discontinuity in the first derivative of the inner wake zone

Because the inner wake zone contracts linearly with downstream distance, the max function in eqn (5) causes
a sharp change in the first derivative of the inner wake zone as the zone’s diameter becomes zero. To facilitate
effective use of exact gradients, the max function was replaced with a Hermite cubic spline that smoothly
transitions the inner wake diameter to zero. The spline extends two rotor diameters parallel to the wind
direction and is centered at the location where the inner wake diameter originally became zero. The equation
for the center of the spline is
Dw,i,i,1
xs,i = −
+ Xi
(11)
2ke me,1
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where Dw,i,i,1 is the initial diameter of the the inner wake zone. The spline shape is controlled by the
diameter of the inner wake and the derivative of the diameter of the inner wake with respect to x before
and after the spline region. The diameter of the inner wake and the derivative of the diameter of the inner
wake with respect to x are zero at the downwind end of the spline. The diameter of the inner wake with the
Hermite cubic spline added to eqn (5) is

Dw,i,j,1




Dr+ 2ke me,q [x − Xi ]

d
= H Dw,i,1 (xs,i − Dr ), dx
Dw,i,1 (xs,i − Dr ), Xi , x



0

if x <= xs,i − Dr
if xs,i − Dr < x <= xs,i + Dr

(12)

if x > xs,i + Dr

where H is the value of the Hermite cubic spline at the point of interest. The results of this change are
shown in fig. 4.
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Figure 4: Changes made to remove the discontinuity in the first derivative of the inner wake diameter.
Plotted according to fig. 2(b).

3.3.

non-physical regions of zero gradient

The three zones used to define the wake in the FLORIS model have the side-effect of creating regions
within the wake with no change in effective hub velocity of a shadowed turbine for small changes in the
turbines’ cross-wind positions, as shown in fig. 5(a)-inset. While such a formulation does not present serious
problems for analysis, it can cause premature convergence during gradient-based optimization (demonstrated
in section 4.2).
To add curvature to the flat regions, a cosine factor, similar that proposed by N. O. Jensen,19 was added
to the wake coefficient formulation of the FLORIS model. The cosine factor is defined as
"

#
r
fcos = 0.5 1.0 + cos π
(13)
rmax
where rmax is


rmax = w

Dw,i,j,3 + Dr,j
2


(14)

where w controls the crosswind width of the cosine factor. The cosine factor is applied to the numerator of
eqn (8) to obtain:
"
#2
fcos Dr,i
ci,q (x) =
(15)
Dr,i + 2ke mU,q [x − Xi ]
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(a) Crosswind velocity profiles of the wake of turbine A as seen
by turbine B at ∆X = 7Dr comparing the FLORIS model with
and without the cosine term. Freestream wind velocity is 8 m/s.
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Figure 5: Velocity profile of FLORIS with and without the cosine term. Context for (a) is given in (b).

The crosswind velocity profile as seen by a downwind turbine using the FLORIS model with and without
the cosine factor is shown in fig. 5(a).
The cosine factor slightly reduces the wake deficit, with greater reductions at greater radial distances
from the wake center such that all wake regions exhibit a slope away from the wake center. The cosine
factor does not alter the wind velocity in the center of the wake. The cosine factor removes the non-physical
regions of zero gradient while maintaining a good fit with the data used for tuning. Setting w to a very high
value (e.g., w ≥ Dr × 106 ) effectively removes the influence of the cosine factor from the model. The value
of w seen to have the best fit to the SOWFA data used for tuning the model is 2.0. Parameters controlling
the spread of the wake should be re-tuned if the cosine factor is added or removed.
3.4.

exact gradients

Exact gradients of the altered FLORIS model were obtained using algorithmic differentiation. The FLORIS
model was re-written in Fortran 90 and algorithmic differentiation was performed using the Tapenade automatic differentiation tool.23 The gradients of peripheral elements of the optimization problems under
investigation were derived analytically. The gradients were combined using OpenMDAO, a Multidisciplinary
Design Analysis and Optimization platform.24
3.5.

re-tuning the floris model

The altered FLORIS model was re-tuned by hand to the SOWFA data used to tune the original FLORIS
model. One parameter was changed, and two were added. The parameter change was needed in order to
counteract the reduction in the velocity deficit caused by the cosine term, it simply increases the diameter of
the far wake zone (zone 2). The parameter adjustments are presented in table 1. The resulting fit compared
to the SOWFA data and to the original model is shown in fig. 6.
3.6.

coupling floris with a rotor model

Another addition has recently been made to the FLORIS model to improve the accuracy of the Annual
Energy Production (AEP) calculations with the FLORIS model.7 The original model is accurate only when
the turbines are operating in the Region 2 control operating point with fixed blade pitch angle and tip-speed
ratio.7 The addition consists of coupling the FLORIS model with a rotor model that includes the turbine
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Table 1: Changes to the FLORIS model parameters.
Parameter
me,2
ξˆ
w
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Original

3000

Original Value
0.22
—
—

Cosine

Cosine

3500
Power (kW)

3000

2000

Front Turbine

1500
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2500
2000

Front Turbine

1500

1000
500

Current Value
0.3
◦
1.5
2.0

SOWFA
Original

4000

Total

2500
Power (kW)

Reference
eqn (5)
eqn (10)
eqn (14)
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Back Turbine
40

20

0

20

Yaw of Front Turbine (deg.)
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(a) Comparison to SOWFA data for sweeping the
yaw of the upstream turbine
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1.0

Back Turbine
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∆Y/Dr
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(b) Comparison to SOWFA data for sweeping the
crosswind location of the upstream turbine

Figure 6: Comparison of the FLORIS model to SOWFA data for two wind turbines spaced at 7Dr in the
downwind direction.

control policy based on blade pitch and rotor speed. The rotor model relies on pre-computed data calculated
using the WISDEM CCBlade Blade Element Momentum (BEM) code.25, 26 Using the pre-calculated data
from CCBlade, the FLORIS model can correctly account for the full range of wind speeds. Because the rotor
model requires the effective velocity at the turbine hub as an input, an iterative method is used to solve for
the final hub velocities. The iterative solve and the inclusion of the control policy result in a more accurate,
and lower, inflow velocity for waked turbines.
While the added rotor model improves the FLORIS model, comparisons to it are not included in this
study. As compared to the other model changes, this is a much more significant change to the physics,
making the optimal numerical values less directly comparable. Because the purpose of this study is not
to quantify the accuracy of the physics, but rather to understand the impact of the model formulation on
efficient optimization, the rotor model was omitted in the following case studies. All case studies were run
with the rotor model variant as a check, but results were similar to the cosine variant and did not yield
additional insights. Its omission is for clarity in presenting results and not because it is any less effective for
optimization. It remains the most accurate and recommended model for analysis and optimization use, and
has been used in a related large-scale optimization study.7

4.

CASE STUDIES

We performed three case studies to compare the abilities of the original FLORIS model and the FLORIS
model with the changes presented above. The optimizations in each case study were performed using SNOPT
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(Sparse Nonlinear OPTimizer), a gradient-based optimization algorithm that uses a sequential quadratic
programming approach that is well suited to non-linear problems with high dimensionality.22
The wind rose used in case studies one and three is based on measurements from the NoordZeeWind
meteorological mast27 from July 1, 2005 to June 30, 2006. The measurements were binned into 72 directions
and the average wind speed for each direction bin was calculated. The probability wind rose is shown in
fig. 7(a) and the directionally averaged wind speeds are shown in fig. 7(b). Three wind directions in this
data set have a negligible probability and/or average wind speed—these three directions were not included
in the calculations. AEP was calculated based on the power production for each wind direction weighted by
the probability of the corresponding wind direction times the number of hours in a year using the average
wind speed for each of the 69 included direction bins.
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Figure 7: Wind data for case studies 1 and 3. This data is from the NoordZeeWind meteorological mast.27
Five variants of the FLORIS model, representing steps in the changes to the FLORIS model presented
above, were investigated in the case studies. In the variant names, EG stands for Exact Gradients and
FD stands for Finite Difference.“Smooth” denotes the FLORIS model including the spline discussed in
section 3.2.2. “Cosine” refers to the FLORIS model including both the spline and the cosine term discussed
in sections 3.2.2 and 3.3 respectively. All the model variants investigated, except the original model, include
the wake center changes discussed in section 3.1. The variants of the FLORIS model included in the case
studies are outlined in table 2.
Table 2: FLORIS model variants used in the case studies
FLORIS Model Variant
Original FD
Smooth FD
Smooth EG
Cosine FD
Cosine EG

Gradient Method
Finite difference
Finite difference
Exact gradients
Finite difference
Exact gradients
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Smooth
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Cosine
No
No
No
Yes
Yes

4.1.
4.1.1.

case study 1: scaling
methods

This case study tests three variants of the FLORIS model (Original FD, Smooth FD, and Smooth EG) by
optimizing a wind farm based on a simple n x n grid with an initial row and column spacing of 5Dr . The
Cosine FD and Cosine EG variants of the FLORIS model were excluded from the results for simplicity since
their results were nearly identical to the Smooth FD and Smooth EG variants respectively. In this case study
we ran the optimization for increasing wind farm sizes with starting points on a simple grid. The wind farm
boundaries were set to the initial grid edges so that the turbines were not able to move outside of the initial
area.
The objective function for was formulated as
maximize
xi ,yi ,γi,p

AEP (xi , yi , γi,p ) i = 1...n p = 1...69

subject to Si,j ≥ 2Dr,i i, j = 1...n i 6= j
◦

(16)

◦

− 30 ≤ γi,p ≤ 30

Bx,low ≤ xi ≤ Bx,high i = 1...n
By,low ≤ yi ≤ By,high i = 1...n
where Bx and By are the wind farm boundaries, yi is the location of each turbine i, Si,j is the distance
between each pair of turbines i and j, and γi,p is the yaw angle of each turbine i in each wind direction p.
When yaw and position for each wind direction and turbine are used simultaneously, the numbers of
design variables and constraints increase rapidly with more turbines. The coupled approach was used to
demonstrate the ability of the gradient-based optimization to handle a large number of design variables with
fewer function calls when using exact gradients. The numbers of turbines, design variables, and constraints
for each run are shown in table 3.
Table 3: Dimensions of the cases used in the grid study.
Number of Turbines
Number of Design Variables
Number of Constraints

4
284
6

9
639
36

16
1136
120

25
1775
300

36
2556
630

49
3479
1176

64
4544
2016

81
5751
3240

Each optimization was run until the first-order optimality (the 2-norm of the Lagrangian) was within
1 × 10−5 since the optimization using finite-difference methods for the gradient calculations was not able to
converge to a smaller tolerance value for wind farms larger than about 64 turbines.
4.1.2.

results and discussion

Only small changes in the turbine positions were seen in the optimization results, while significant changes
were made in the yaw. The relatively small movement in positions is likely due to the starting positions,
which fall within the optimal range suggested by Patel28 (though other arrangements, such as staggered rows,
have been shown to be relatively optimal12, 16, 29 ). Despite starting near a solution known to be reasonably
optimal, the optimization algorithm was able to achieve significant improvements in AEP, between 1% and
7%, with greater AEP improvements for larger wind farms. The final percent AEP improvement was similar
for each variant.
The number of function calls was recorded for both the objective function and the gradient function, if
applicable. In fig. 8 it can be seen that the smoothing changes, while important for obtaining exact gradients
for use with SNOPT,22 made little difference in the required number of function calls when used with finitedifference gradients. However, fig. 8 also shows that using exact gradients drastically reduced the number of
function calls required to converge, with greater reductions for larger numbers of design variables.
The time required to converge does not necessarily scale by the same ratio as the number of function calls.
In this case, where there are more design variables than constraints, we use an adjoint method to compute
the total system derivatives.30 The adjoint method requires solving a linear system for each constraint, and
with many design variables (large linear system) and many constraints (many repetitions) this can become a
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Figure 8: Function calls required to converge with increasing number of turbines for the original, smooth
with finite-difference gradients, and smooth with exact gradients versions of the FLORIS model

significant cost if not managed carefully. By exploiting sparsity in the constraints, and skipping unnecessary
gradient computations of highly inactive constraints, using exact gradients should be significantly faster
than using finite differences for all of these analyses. We report function calls rather than time in this study
because time is dependent on too many things that are not easily generalized (e.g., hardware, number of
processors, the implementation of the gradient computation, the optimization method, etc.).
4.2.
4.2.1.

case study 2: linear wind farm
methods

As noted in section 3.3, the regions of zero gradient in the FLORIS model can cause premature convergence
during optimization. One simple case where this is readily apparent is during unidirectional, position only
optimization when the turbines begin in the center of other turbines’ wakes as shown in fig. 9. The FLORIS
model uses an overlap ratio of the rotor area to the area of each wake zone to calculate the wake deficit.
However, as can be seen in fig. 9(b), there are regions where the overlap ratio is constant for small movements
of the rotor position. These regions are what cause the gradient of the velocity in the cross-wind direction to
go to zero as shown in fig. 5. When the partial derivative of the objective function in a given direction is zero,
a gradient-based optimization algorithm will not move in that direction. For the case of interest, this means
that the waked turbines will not be moved out of the wake(s). The curvature added through the cosine
term provides the necessary information for a gradient-based optimization algorithm to move turbines out
of other turbines’ wakes. The three turbines in this case study are spaced seven rotor diameters downstream
of each other and offset from the first turbine in the crosswind direction so they are each in the center of
the preceding turbine’s wake (a crosswind offset of -0.095Dr and -0.19Dr for the second and third turbines
respectively) as shown in fig. 9(a). The Smooth FD and Smooth EG FLORIS model variants were excluded
from this case study for simplicity since they exhibited the same behavior as the original model.
In this case, we changed only position and used a single wind direction, from the left, with a speed of 8
m/s. The optimization problem was formulated as shown below:
maximize
xi ,yi

AEP (xi , yi )

subject to Si,j ≥ 2Dr,i i, j = 1...3 i 6= j
Bx,low ≤ xi ≤ Bx,high i = 1...3
By,low ≤ yi ≤ By,high i = 1...3
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(17)

z/Dr
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y/Dr
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Wind farm boundary
Section A-A
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x/Dr

(a) Starting layout for the in-line optimization study.
Turbines are separated by 7Dr in the downstream direction and centered in the next turbine’s wake. Visualized with the original FLORIS model.

(b) Section A-A, a horizontal slice through the wake of
the first wind turbine 6.9Dr downstream as shown in
(a). The black circle represents the rotor-swept area of
the turbine just downstream of the slice. z is height
(m). Visualized with the original FLORIS model.

Figure 9: Starting layout and wake cross-section for section 4.2. Wind is from the left at 8 m/s. (a) and (b)
share the color bar and legend.

4.2.2.

results and discussion

The resulting layouts for this case are shown in fig. 10. The original FLORIS model spaced the turbines in
the downwind direction without moving the turbines out of the wake areas (fig. 10(b)). When the cosine
term was added, but finite differences were still used to calculate the gradients, the optimization moved the
turbines out of the wake of any upstream turbine(s) (fig. 9(c)). When the cosine term was used in conjunction
with exact gradients (fig. 10(d)), it appears that the optimization algorithm was influenced more heavily by
the cosine term earlier in the optimization, resulting in a final solution that is nearly a line in the crosswind
direction. Both of the layouts resulting from optimization with the cosine term yield the same AEP, 24%
greater than the solution found using the original model. These results show that the cosine term decreases
the probability that turbines will get stuck in the center of the wakes of other turbines during gradient-based
optimization and that using exact gradients with the cosine term allows the added curvature to have a
greater impact on the resulting layout.

8

y/Dr

Velocity (m/s)

Wind turbines
Wind farm boundary
Turbine tacking

5
2

(b) Wind farm from (a) optimized with the original
FLORIS model using finite differences for gradient calculations. Visualized with the original FLORIS model.

y/Dr

y/Dr

0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24
x/Dr

(a) Legend and color bar for (b-d). The color bar is
equivalent to the color bar in fig. 9(b).

2
0
2

2
0
2

0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24
x/Dr

2
0
2

0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24
x/Dr

(c) Wind farm from (a) optimized with the cosine version of the FLORIS model using finite differences for
gradient calculations. Visualized with the cosine version of the FLORIS model.

(d) Wind farm from (a) optimized with the cosine version of the FLORIS model using exact gradients. Visualized with the cosine version of the FLORIS model.

Figure 10: Unidirectional position only optimization for wind turbines starting in the center of the upstream
turbines’ wakes as shown in fig. 9. Wind is from the left at 8 m/s. All figures share the legend and color bar.
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4.3.
4.3.1.

case study 3: pseudo-random wind farm
methods

Because the grid case study (section 4.1) started close to a known local optimum, it may not be representative
of differences in exploration and convergence. In this case study we optimized a wind farm of 25 turbines
with pseudo-random starting points (see fig. 11(b)). We created the wind farm boundary from the convex
hull of the initial positions. Yaw was initialized to zero. In this case study, AEP was maximized with respect
to position and yaw using the wind data shown in fig. 7. The optimization problem was formulated as
maximize
xi ,yi ,γi,p

AEP (xi , yi , γi,p ) i = 1...25 p = 1...69

subject to Si,j ≥ 2Dr,i i, j = 1...25 i 6= j
◦

− 30 ≤ γi,p ≤ 30

(18)

◦

Ni,k ≥ 0 i = 1...25 k = 1...9
The normal distance from each turbine to each boundary (Ni,k ) was defined as positive when a turbine was
inside the boundary, and negative when it was outside. A tolerance of 1 × 10−6 was set on the first-order
optimality (the 2-norm of the Lagrangian). The optimality and an estimate of function calls were recorded.a
4.3.2.

results and discussion

This case study demonstrates a large increase in convergence rate when using exact gradients. It also
demonstrates that the cosine term with finite-difference gradients helps the optimization converge with
slightly fewer function calls. Because of the 1775 design variables, variants using finite differences required
more function calls per iteration than those using exact gradients required to converge on a final solution.

10 1
FD Gradients
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Smooth FD
Cosine FD
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10 -2
10 -3
Exact Gradients
Smooth EG
Cosine EG

10 -4

y/Dr

Optimality
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10 -6
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10 1

10 2

10 3

10 4

10 5

10 6

10 7

30
25
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10
5
0
5

Wind Turbines
Wind Farm Boundary

5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30
x/Dr

Approximate Function Calls
(a) Progression of optimality (the 2-norm of the Langrangian)
versus the approximate number of function calls during optimization in case study 3 for variants of the FLORIS model.

(b) Pseudo-random wind farm starting locations and fixed boundary. Circle diameter is
rotor diameter.

Figure 11: Figures for case 3 (pseudo-random wind farm)
a SNOPT returns the norm of the Lagrangian at major iterations, but not the corresponding number of function calls. The
number of function calls is easily estimated by knowing the number of design variables and how the gradient was calculated.
However, the estimation neglects some function calls in minor iterations. The estimated number of function calls is within, at
worst, about 16% of the actual number of function calls and affects all cases in a similar proportion. A more exact number
would not significantly affect the conclusions shown here.
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5.

CONCLUSION

The changes to the FLORIS model presented in this work were shown to increase the compatibility of
the FLORIS model for use with gradient-based optimization as compared with the original FLORIS model.
Using exact gradients reduced the number of function calls required by two to three orders of magnitude.
The added curvature, included via a simple cosine term, decreased the probability of premature convergence.
Future work should include investigating multistart approaches using gradient-free methods to determine
several starting points and then optimizing with gradient-based methods using exact gradients. Future work
should also investigate the speedup potential for optimizing with exact gradients and address ways to reduce
the cost of combining the gradients of each sub-model to obtain the gradient of the objective function.
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